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Math 101 Final Exam December 16, 2015

1. [10 points] Sam earns a base salary plus commission. Sam earns a daily salary of $125 plus $1.00 for
each $100 dollars worth of product he sells.

(a) Write an equation f(x) representing the amount of money in dollars Sam earns in one day in which
he sells x dollars worth of product.

(b) Evaluate and interpret f(2500). Be sure to write your interpretation in complete sentences including
units.

2. [15 points] Give a formula for the polynomial of least degree pictured here. You do not need to simplify.
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3. [15 points] For the polynomials below, state the degree, the leading term, and describe the long-run
behavior.

(a) y = 3x3 + 2x2 − 3x + 4

Degree:

Leading term:

Long-run behavior:

(b) y = 3− x4 + 2x3

Degree:

Leading term:

Long-run behavior:

(c) y = x2(2x− 1)(3 + x)

Degree:

Leading term:

Long-run behavior:
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4. [15 points] Using the graph below, evaluate the following quantities.
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f(x)g(x)

(a) g(f(−2))

(b) f(g(3))

(c) f(2)g(2)

(d) f(g−1(1))
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5. [20 points] Under a special promotion, Baskin Robbins charged $2.00 for any bowl of ice cream up to 8
ounces and $0.40 for each additional ounce beyond the 8 ounces.

(a) Fill in the following table showing the cost for x ounces of ice cream.

Ounces: 1 5 10 12 14

Cost
(in dollars):

(b) What is the cost for 11 ounces of ice cream?

(c) Complete the piecewise defined function C(x) the cost, in dollars, of x ounces of ice-cream.

C(x) =

{
place , for 0 < x ≤place
place , forplace< x

(d) If your bill was $4.60, how many ounces of ice cream did you purchase? Write your answer in
complete sentences, being sure to include units.
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6. [15 points] Let P = f(t) = 120(1.03)t be the number of bacteria in a certain sample t minutes after the
start of an experiment.

(a) Evaluate and interpret f(12). Be sure to write your interpretation in complete sentences, being sure
to include units.

(b) Find a formula for f−1(P ) in terms of P .

(c) Evaluate and interpret f−1(240). Round your answer to the nearest hundredth. Be sure to write
your interpretation in complete sentences, being sure to include units.
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7. [15 points] An ecologist measured the number of dandelions in two different parks beginning in the year
2005. The following table summarizes his findings.

Years since 2005 0 1 2 3 4
Thousands of dandelions in Meadowland Park 2 3.11 4.22 5.33 6.44
Thousands of dandelions in Scarlet Park 3 3.6 4.32 5.18 6.22
Thousands of dandelions in Union Park 4 4.5 4.75 5 5.5

(a) For Meadowland Park, determine if dandelion growth is best modeled with a linear function, expo-
nential function, or neither, and (if it is linear or exponential) find a formula for the function. Be
sure to justify your choice using complete sentences.

(b) For Scarlet Park, determine if dandelion growth is best modeled with a linear function, exponential
function, or neither, and (if it is linear or exponential) find a formula for the function. Be sure to
justify your choice using complete sentences.

(c) For Union Park, determine if dandelion growth is best modeled with a linear function, exponential
function, or neither, and (if it is linear or exponential) find a formula for the function. Be sure to
justify your choice using complete sentences.

(d) If the trend continued, then how many dandelions were present in Scarlet Park in 2012? Write your
final answer in a single complete sentence, being sure to include units.
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8. [15 points] Let P be the point (5, 3) and let l be the line given by the graph of the equation y = 1
2x+ 4.

(a) Find the equation of a line containing P and parallel to l.

(b) Find the equation of a line containing P and perpendicular to l.

(c) Graph and label the two lines whose equations you found in parts (a) and (b) (clearly label the
y-intercepts).
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9. [15 points] The time t, in hours, of harvesting q kilograms of a certain bean (including set-up time) is
given by t = f(q) = 2 + 1.3q. The cost C, in dollars, of renting harvesting equipment for t hours is given
by

C = g(t) =

{
100t t ≤ 5

500 5 ≤ t ≤ 24
.

(a) Evaluate and interpret f(10). Be sure to write your interpretation in complete sentences including
units.

(b) Evaluate and interpret g(12). Be sure to write your interpretation in complete sentences including
units.

(c) Evaluate and interpret g(f(2)). Be sure to write your interpretation in complete sentences including
units.
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10. [15 points] Consider the functions

f(x) =
x− 3

(x− 2)(x− 3)
and g(x) =

(x− 4)(x + 1)

(x + 2)(x− 4)

(a) For each of the above functions, determine the long-run behavior, zeros, vertical asymptotes, and
holes. If the function does not have any, write “none.”

f(x)

• Long-run behavior

• Zeros

• Vertical asymptotes

• Holes

g(x)

• Long-run behavior

• Zeros

• Vertical asymptotes

• Holes

(b) Determine which of the above functions matches the given graph.

x

y

◦
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